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Dedication

Dedicated to the hundreds of home health physical therapy patients that I have treated 
over 15+ years. My desire is that you and those who follow you will receive 
compassionate respect, protection and service from all who serve you in your home.

You have raised us. You have loved us. You have protected us and served us. Will we 
return that love, respect, protection and service to you?  I will. I promise. Others may 
deliver care based on how they are paid by their home health agency. 

“May those who come behind us find us faithful.”
—Steve Green
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Foreword

Raised in Maine, Marcia was taught several simple rules to live by. Of them, respecting 
her elders was not only taught but modeled as she grew. Little did she or her parents 
realize what an impact this would make in her career as a home health physical therapist.

Starting home care in 1994, Marcia Oliver MSPT, found a heartwarming niche that she 
loved and that loved her back... until she began to understand how home health agencies 
made their millions. 

With a work ethic to die for and a passion to respect, protect and serve her precious aging 
companions, Marcia eventually took her years of knowledge to the web in an effort to 
help you rehab at home, protect you and continue to serve you outside the pressures of 
home health agency fraud. Understanding how our pay can affect your care will open 
your eyes and no doubt raise some questions. 
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Introduction

Some high quality PT's out there deliver high quality care no matter what their physical 
therapy salary. They were taught and given a strong, honest work ethic, taught to respect 
others (especially their elders) and given the gift of a solid core of values that surpassed a 
dollar value on any given day.  These PT’s treat each patient as if they were their own 
grandmother or grandfather, mom or dad, brother or sister.

Some PT's need a little reminder that we pledge to deliver top quality care. Let’s face it, 
the values of our culture have deteriorated over the years – honesty, integrity, quality 
work, and a caring attitude have been traded in over the generations for quick, high 
paying jobs, short cuts and dishonesty where all that matters at the end of the day is the 
money.

In hard economical times, it has become evident to me, a home health care physical 
therapist since 1994, that I need to not only help you become aware of what defines 
quality care and service that you deserve but that you should also be aware of how the 
way I get paid will affect that quality and may affect your quality of life and safety in the 
future!

This e-book is widely read by two main audiences; physical therapists and caregivers 
(taking care of patients).  There are a few others like some home health care agencies 
who often turn a blind eye and a deaf ear to a diminishing few of us who dare to report 
fraud when we see it.  Other readers include PT students, patients and other health care 
professionals.

Whoever you are, be empowered with the knowledge that you will discover here.  It 
could save your life, your loved ones’ life, empower you with knowledge on your next 
job interview, help you become aware of your payment options, increase the quality of 
care you receive or better the quality of care you give.  It may change your outlook, your 
focus, and your commitment to those you are helping.  Whatever it does for you – let it 
better your values and inspire those around you. 
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How Home Health PT’s Get Paid

Salaried Pay

Physical Therapist Advantage

Salaried pay is pretty straight forward. Salaried pay means a set pay whether you see two 
patients or ten. This is a great deal for home care Physical Therapists (PTs), but a pay 
option that is hard to find. Hard because PT pay is dependent on patient visits – no visits, 
no reimbursement from insurance to the home health agency and no pay to PT’s.

Although patients are scheduled every day, many times they leave for one reason or 
another and don’t realize that they have a responsibility to call their home health agency 
and cancel their appointment.  Many times they don’t. So, PT’s end up spinning your 
wheels on some days looking for a patient who is home! A salaried PT won’t sweat that 
since they will get paid anyway.

The upside for PT's - you are salaried so even if half your patients cancel for the day, you 
still get paid for the time you spend spinning your wheels trying to see them!

A home care PT should not have to sweat pay.  If patients are not home and don’t call to 
cancel, that is not the PT’s fault but the PT often takes the hit if they are not salaried.

Salaried PT’s pay includes drive time, patient care time, paperwork and any time the PT 
spends doing his/her job. Mileage may or may not be paid to a salaried PT. sometimes a 
‘per mile’ amount is paid. Other times a small amount is paid for driving “X” miles. 
Regardless, keep track of your miles for tax purposes – Uncle Sam has to pay you the 
allotted amount for that year. Home care agencies rarely pay this amount so write off the 
difference.

Patient Advantage

When a salaried PT comes to your door, you are more than likely going to get a quality 
focused and patient care driven PT who will provide the care you need and deserve. 
We’ve all got only so many hours in a day but a salaried PT should be delivering good, 
quality care since they are ‘on the clock.’

A salaried PT assures the PT a set salary no matter how many patients he sees a day, thus 
the PT is off the 'piece rate' factory line. For some PT’s looking to make the big bucks, 
they prefer the per visit rate (see below) but this can affect your quality of care.

The down side to this is the unsupervised nature of home care. A PT's full day of 6-8 
patients is still done sooner if the PT can get done sooner.  So, there is no guarantee that 
your PT will give you the quality of care that you need and deserve. 

Unfortunately 10-15 minute PT visits are very common in today’s culture (and lied about 



on paperwork) but this is 100% unacceptable and can be looked at as fraud. As PT’s we 
have pledged to deliver quality care and address your deficits in the scope of physical 
therapy.

If you have any complaints, call your agency to discuss this matter. You may be 
reassigned to a different PT and you may help the agency realize that one of their 
employees is engaged in fraudulent PT practices – i.e. seeing you for 15 minutes but 
documenting that they are there for 30-45 minutes! Don’t be afraid to complain.  You can 
always “fire” your agency and call a new one to continue your care.

As a patient you have rights (see below) and you have the option of calling a different 
agency. You wouldn’t settle for a lemon in your driving days! Don’t settle for one when it 
comes to your health and rehabilitation – these directly impact your future quality of life.

If you are leery of calling your agency for whatever reason, you can call the 
Medicare HOTLINE number:

1-800-HHS-TIPS (1-800-447-8477)

Are you beginning to see how different payment methods greatly impact the physical 
therapy salary and your care? Keep reading.



Hourly Pay

Physical Therapist Advantage

Hourly pay means that a home health care agency can send a physical therapist as far 
away as they want but they still get paid for drive time as well as patient care time! When 
PT’s are paid an hourly wage it covers everything...driving, patient care, paperwork, 
meetings. A PT may see six people in town or two people two hours away and still get 
paid the same amount for either scenario!  I’m not kidding! It happens!

Sometimes, however, productivity is not lowered for the day. This means that you are 
expected to still see (let’s say) 6 patients for the day even though there might be an hour 
drive time between each one. But fortunately, since you are hourly you get paid for it all 
and the more you work (if in fact you are willing to work a longer day!) the more hours 
you are paid for.

Another down side to this pay structure is patient cancellations or no shows (patients not 
home). An expected 8 hour day may turn in to a 3-4 hour day meaning a PT will get paid 
for the hours they work – sometimes out of no fault of their own.  This is why it is so 
important that a PT emphasize that it is the patient’s responsibility (see below) to call and 
cancel if they will not be home.

Patient Advantage

When your home care PT is paid per hour, your care will less likely be rushed or slighted. 
Hourly pay means adequate time (but I still can't guarantee quality time!) The longer the 
PT works, the more hours they get in for the day, the bigger the paycheck is.

Your PT visit should not be rushed anyway, but this will almost guarantee that it won't be. 
Again, if you are wondering if you are getting the care you should be getting, call your 
agency and report your concerns. You can be part of helping keep the quality of care in 
home health care Physical Therapy.

If you are leery of calling your agency you can call the 
Medicare HOTLINE number:

1-800-HHS-TIPS (1-800-447-8477)



Per Diem Pay

Physical Therapist Advantage

PT's who are paid per diem mean that they are paid per visit. This means that the more 
patients you can see in a day the more money you can make. (And the higher tax bracket 
you can fall into!) 

Physical Therapist Disadvantage

On the flip side, if any of your patients are not home or cancel for that day, you are not 
paid a dime. 

It is difficult for a physical therapy salary to run on a budget this way but it is the most 
common payment method offered by most home health care agencies. 

We can thank the reimbursement structure of the most common insurance – Medicare for 
this most common payment structure. They pay a package bundle to the agency based on 
how sick the patient is so paying per visit is the easiest way for agencies to figure out 
their expenses.

Patient (possible) Disadvantage

PT's paid per Diem can fall into the piece rate assembly line work ethic - not all, but 
some. Patients who are seen by a piece rate driven PT will likely get a canned program, 
poor care and very, very short visits. 

Patients are wise to not sign a paper stating that that they have been there until they can 
verify the time in and time out on their time sheet, (although they can change it later.) 
Medicare requires a signature for each visit. Be sure to check the date and the time IN 
and time OUT before you sign.  Don’t fall for signing anything ahead of the date you are 
being seen – this fraud and is prohibited by any reputable home health agency. And, 
request a copy of what you sign.

If a PT does not provide services for at least 30 minutes (rare exceptions) and does not 
work with the patient on the goals that were discussed during the initial PT visit, patients 
might want to call the agency and report this concern. Don’t be surprised if some 
agencies turn a blind eye and a deaf ear to your complaints. If this happens call the hot-
line number below.

You will also have a state hot-line number that is on your home care folder or paperwork 
that you can report this and other problems to as well. 

If you are leery of calling your agency for whatever reason, you can call the 
Medicare HOTLINE number:

1-800-HHS-TIPS (1-800-447-8477)



Productivity Points “Pay”

Physical Therapist Advantage

Productivity points allow a physical therapists work to be counted fairly towards their 
daily productivity. Most agencies’ only count how many patients a PT sees as 
productivity. This does not count meetings, excessive driving, paperwork time etc. 
Productivity points allow for a fair accounting of all the work involved with the home 
health care job. 

Patient Advantage

This isn't the best option for top quality care as each patient visit counts for so many 
points so the sooner those points can be obtained, the sooner the day is done for the PT. 

Patients may be more likely to get a short visit, poor quality care and canned visits (one 
exercise program fits all theory). Or you may not – it just all depends. Don't be afraid to 
call the agency. If you as a patient are concerned that the agency will stop your care 
(which they legally can't do), you can also call the state hotline number which should also 
be on your home care folder or paperwork.

If you are leery of calling your agency for whatever reason, you can call the 
Medicare HOTLINE number:

1-800-HHS-TIPS (1-800-447-8477)



Cash Pay

A new wave of home care is emerging that promises superior quality of care to the 
patient, excellent teaching to the caregivers and lasting friendships between professional 
and patient.

Cash pay PT is becoming very popular as more and more home care PT's leave the 
unnerving demands of Home Health Agencies and go out on their own.

Physical Therapist Advantage

The advantages of this type of home care physical therapy are numerous. Much like 
owning your own business, you call the shots, you set your schedule, you decide what 
care your patient needs without the nagging agency voices in your head, you charge what 
you want, you don't (have to) bother with insurance, you and the patient (and the doctor 
in many states) decides how long you provide treatment. Etc. Etc. Etc.

Physical Therapist Disadvantage

The nagging disadvantage of cash pay PT is that most states are not free-access states. 
This means that your patient case load is still dependent upon a doctor’s referral. Free 
access states do not require a doctor’s referral although most insurance companies won't 
pay without one but since you aren't billing insurance you can still practice.

You'll need to carry your own insurance, provide your own car, gas and any equipment 
you will be using. You will need to take out your own taxes and basically do everything a 
small business owner would.

Patient Advantage

Needless to say the clear advantage to the patient is the highest (usually) quality patient 
care! Cash in hand usually means that excellent service will follow. However, before you 
mark my words, ask your would be PT that you are about to hire for client references. An 
ethical PT who stands by his/her word will be happy to give you references (provided 
that those clients have said so in writing).

Cash pay PT's usually offer package deals. The more visits you buy the cheaper the bill 
gets.

Patient Disadvantage

Cash. Need I say more? Cash is hard to come by these days and when there is extra; 
personal care may not be the priority.

A good quality home care PT who only accepts cash for services may be booked solid for 
several weeks or months in advance.



If this is the case and you need to look to an agency to fill your home health physical 
therapy needs, find out what others are saying about their home health agency. You can 
then make a more informed decision.



In My Opinion

Physical Therapists

In my home health care career since 1993, I've been paid various rates. It seems like the 
average home health rate these days ranges from $35 all the way up to $75+ per visit. 
This does not include mileage which can be as high as the government is allowing for the 
year. Always deduct the difference on your mileage is you don't get the government rate. 
Some company's pay a certain amount per clump of mileage or include the mileage in 
your rate and give you a higher rate if you go a further distance.

When it comes to home health physical therapy salary, you are in demand. Honesty and 
fairness must be part of your work ethic. You'll sleep better at night and you will become 
a well known and highly respected PT in your area.

Patients and Caregivers

Patients have the right to receive the utmost respect and care from any home health care 
staff. Teaching patients and caregivers how to better their lives by working towards their 
rehab goals is all part of respecting, protecting and serving you. At a minimum it's part of 
the job of a home health physical therapist.

The relationships between patients, caregivers and therapists can sometimes be awkward 
and uneasy. Many times, caregivers and patients are afraid to call and report concerns 
because they feel that they will lose the service altogether or make their home care staff 
angry. While this is a valid concern especially for those who live rurally (who can not just 
call another agency), as home care PT's we have a work ethic that we must be held 
accountable to. If patients and caregivers don't help agencies understand what kind of 
care they are receiving, who will?

Call your home health agency today and give them praise, concerns or suggestions to 
better our world.

If your home health physical therapist was exceptional, tell the world!!

YOU can make a difference! 
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Patient Rights

• The right to impartial access to care and treatment that is medically necessary, 
regardless of race, religion, ethnicity, creed, sex, sexual orientation, age, handicap or 
ability to pay.

• The right to receive care which is compassionate, considerate, respectful, and sensitive 
to the patient’s personal values and belief system.

• The right to receive quality patient care in a safe manner and in a clean and safe 
environment.

• The right to clinical pastoral care services to assess and meet his/her spiritual needs.

• The right to consult with appropriate persons to resolve ethical dilemmas regarding 
care.

• The right to have a family member or representative of his/her choice and his/her 
physician notified in a timely manner of his/her admission to the hospital.

• The right to be free from physical or chemical restraints and/or seclusions of any form 
that are not medically necessary.

• The right to have his/her level of pain assessed and a plan designed to address pain 
control and management.

• The right to be fully informed in advance of the care or treatment proposed and to 
participate in the planning of his/her care and treatment.

•  The right to consent to or refuse treatment after being provided sufficient information 
to make informed decisions about the proposed treatment, the benefits and risks of such 
proposed treatment, and the alternatives to such treatment.

• The right to receive information concerning his/her right to formulate advance 
directives.

•  The right to designate a surrogate decision-maker who will have the right to exercise 
the patient' s rights when and if he/she is incapable of doing so to the extent permitted by 
law.

• The right to be informed of the reason for any proposed transfer within or outside of the 
facility and the alternatives to any such transfer.

• The right to personal privacy.

• The right to have his/her medical information and records kept confidential.



• The right to access his/her medical records in accordance with the applicable laws and 
hospital policy.

• The right to know the identity and professional status of any person involved in his/her 
care and the relationship of that person to the hospital.

• The right to know the reason for any proposed change in professional staff responsible 
for the patient's care.

• The right to be informed of and to either consent to or refuse to participate in any 
proposed experimental or research project without compromising his/her access to 
treatment or services.

• The right to examine and receive an explanation of his/her bills, regardless of the source 
of payment.

• The right to be informed of the source of the facility's reimbursement for his/her 
services, and of any limitations which may be placed upon his/her care.

•  The right to receive information concerning the rights and responsibilities which are 
specific to the area of service which he/she is being treated; i.e., Medical Rehabilitation.

• The right to exercise his/her rights while receiving care or treatment without 
discrimination, harassment, abuse, coercion, or retaliation. 
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Patient Responsibilities

• To provide, to the best of your knowledge, complete information about your current 
medical condition and past medical history, including current illness, prior 
hospitalizations, current medications, allergies, and all other health-related matters; 

• To discuss your protocol (study or treatment plan) with the research staff before 
indicating agreement to take part in it by signing a consent; 

• To inform the medical staff about your wishes regarding treatment plans. You may 
provide for a duly authorized family member or spokesperson to make medical decisions 
on your behalf in the event that you become unable to communicate;

•  To comply with your protocol, to cooperate with hospital staff, to ask questions if 
directions or procedures are not clear, and to participate in your health-care decisions. 
You may withdraw from the study for any reason, but it is desirable to discuss your 
concerns with the attending physician before taking that action. Parents of pediatric 
patients have the responsibility to indicate if and how they want to be involved in their 
child's plan of care; 

• To refrain from taking any medications, drugs, or alcoholic beverages while 
participating in the protocol, except those approved by an NIH physician; 

• To adhere to the no-smoking policy of the NIH; 

• To report on time for scheduled procedures and to keep all clinic appointments. If 
unable to do so, you have the responsibility of notifying the protocol physician and 
canceling and rescheduling the appointment;

•  To report promptly to the medical or nursing staff any unexpected problems or changes 
in your medical condition;

•  To inform the appropriate staff or the patient representative of any concerns or  
problems with the care and treatment that you feel are not being adequately addressed;

•  To respect the property of the US government, fellow patients, and others; to follow 
NIH rules and regulations affecting patient care and treatment; to respect the rights of 
other patients and hospital staff. This includes the responsibility of respecting the privacy 
of other patients and treating information concerning them as confidential;

•  To pay all medical or laboratory expenses incurred outside the Clinical Center, except 
when you have received written authorization on the appropriate NIH form to have such 
expenses billed to the NIH;

•  To obtain medical care and medications from your own health-care provider for all 
conditions unrelated to the protocol in which you are participating, except while being 



treated as an inpatient at the Clinical Center;

•  To provide your own transportation to and from the Clinical Center and to pay living 
expenses except when all or part of these expenses are covered by the protocol or 
authorized by the responsible NIH physician; to advise accompanying escorts or others 
who travel to and remain in the Bethesda area that they must pay for their travel and 
living expenses except when designated by NIH as a guardian for you when your 
expenses are covered;

•  To provide complete information, so that contacts and communications to schedule 
visits and monitor health status can be maintained. This information should include: (1) 
your current address and phone number; (2) the names, addresses, and phone numbers of 
next of kin or persons to be notified in the event of an emergency; and (3) the names, 
addresses, and phone numbers of physicians responsible for your ongoing care, including 
your family physician and the physician(s) who referred you to the NIH;

•  To return to the care of your own health-care provider when participation in the 
protocol is completed or stopped and your medical condition permits.

Medicare HOTLINE number:
1-800-HHS-TIPS (1-800-447-8477)
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Physical Therapy Code of Ethics

Preamble
The Code of Ethics of the American Physical Therapy Association sets forth principles 
for the ethical practices of physical therapy. All physical therapists are responsible for 
maintaining and promoting ethical practice. To this end, the physical therapist shall act in 
the best interest of the patient/client. This Code of Ethics shall be binding on all physical 
therapists.

Principle 1 
A physical therapist shall respect the rights and dignity of all individuals and shall 
provide compassionate care.  

Principle 2 
A physical therapist shall act in a trustworthy manner toward patients/clients and in all 
other aspects of physical therapy practice.  

Principle 3 
A physical therapist shall comply with laws and regulations governing physical therapy 
and shall strive to effect changes that benefit patients/clients.  

Principle 4 
A physical therapist shall exercise sound professional judgment.  

Principle 5 
A physical therapist shall achieve and maintain professional competence.  

Principle 6 
A physical therapist shall maintain and promote high standards for physical therapy 
practice, education, and research.  

Principle 7 
A physical therapist shall seek only such remuneration as is deserved and reasonable for 
physical therapy services.  

Principle 8 
A physical therapist shall provide and make available accurate and relevant information 
to patients/clients about their care and to the public about physical therapy services.  

Principle 9 
A physical therapist shall protect the public and the profession from unethical, 
incompetent, and illegal acts.  

Principle 10 
A physical therapist shall endeavor to address the health needs of society.  



Principle 11 
A physical therapist shall respect the rights, knowledge, and skills of colleagues and other 
health care professionals.

Adopted by the House of Delegates
June 1981
Last amended June 2000
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Conclusion

Physical therapy salary can affect the quality of care patients get and the quality of care 
that physical therapists deliver. Speak up and speak out against poor quality care and 
fraud. It’s up to all of us to help our home health agencies deliver the utmost in quality 
care. 

As physical therapists, we should be proud to deliver the highest respect to our aging 
elders and count it a privilege when we are called to accountability for our work. This 
calls us to a deeper understanding of ourselves, our values and who we are as 
professionals.

As patients and caregivers, home health agencies should welcome your input about their 
field staff. Home care is a poorly supervised niche, inviting fraud, abuse and an unethical 
work ethic. They count on you to give them the grade. If they don't know your concerns, 
nothing will change.

Medicare HOTLINE number:
1-800-HHS-TIPS (1-800-447-8477)

•
Patients and Caregivers: 

• Hold us accountable – call with your concerns. 

• It’s how we clean up our practice – and respect, protect and serve you!

• Nobody deserves a lemon in home health care physical therapy! 

Physical Therapists: 

• Join the mission.

• Join the movement to respect, protect and serve our precious aging companions. 
They are your moms, your dads, your grandparents.

Visit HomeHealthPT.com for more innovative Do It Yourself Home Physical 
Therapy and learn how to protect yourself from fraud!
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About The Author

Marcia Oliver MSPT has been a physical therapist since 1993 practicing home health 
care the majority of that time.

Times have certainly changed (over the years) the way business is done in home health 
care. Caring for our aging companions has become a dog-eat-dog business where the 
customer is left vulnerable and often no better off than when home care started caring for 
them. Changing times in the home health industry have concerned Marcia enough to let 
you in on the secrets.

In an effort to extend Marcia’s extensive knowledge as a physical therapist and personal 
trainer, she has captured her years of experience on her HomeHealthPT.com website and 
in her ebooks.

Marcia and her husband, Jim enjoy taking care of the land they have been blessed with, 
making maple syrup and seeing patients by appointment only in her homestead studio.
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